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Abstract—In autonomous mapping surveys the autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV) cannot rely on receiving position
aiding from a surface vehicle or any other external infrastructure.
The AUV can however use any payload sensor to restrict the
position error drift in the navigation system. In this paper
we consider how to use the terrain in a pre-surveyed baseline
to bound the drift in the estimated AUV position when the
baseline is revisited later in the mission. This is done through
terrain navigation updates relative to the baseline terrain model.
Using off-line real data from a HUGIN AUV equipped with a
HISAS 1030 interferometric synthetic aperture sonar, the concept
is shown to work, and adequate mapping quality is obtained
without the need for external aiding, except possibly during the
initial surveying of the baseline.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Accurate bathymetric mapping is an essential application of
Autonomous Underwater vehicles (AUVs), both in commercial and military settings. Due to the high navigation accuracy
required for this application, it has traditionally been carried
out using acoustic absolute position aiding from a surface ship,
combining high-accuracy GNSS systems and acoustic ultrashort baseline (USBL) tracking of the underwater vehicle.
The USBL-GNSS position updates are sent acoustically to the
vehicle and are used in the on-board inertial navigation system
(INS) of the AUV to counter the position drift [1]. While this
technique provides the AUV with a navigation solution without
drift in the position estimate, it is expensive and impractical
for the surface ship to follow the AUV in many scenarios.
Alternatives include the use of acoustic ranging to underwater
transponders [2], with the expense of having to deploy a set of
transponders on the sea floor prior to the operation, or the use
of an unmanned surface vehicle (USV) in cooperation with
the AUV [3]. Terrain aided navigation has been demonstrated
by several authors over the last decade to be an attractive
alternative in cases where a prior map database exists [4]–
[6], and it is also commercially available as an option for the
Kongsberg HUGIN AUVs [7].
Autonomous sea floor mapping is an example of an application in which accurate navigation is needed, while the
vehicle cannot depend on a surface vehicle, except possibly
for shorter periods during the launch and recovery phases of
the mission. On the other hand, since the task of the vehicle is
to make an accurate bathymetric map of the sea floor, a prior
high quality digital terrain model (DTM) can obviously not
be expected to exist. One solution to this problem would be

Fig. 1. The HUGIN 1000 HUS seconds before launch from FFI’s research
vessel H.U. Sverdrup II.

to apply techniques from the Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping literature, a vast research field within robotics, which
has also been adopted to the case of bathymetric mapping
[8]. In the SLAM setting, both the terrain referenced position
of the AUV and the map created by the AUV are updated
simultaneously in a common estimator. However, many AUVs
are equipped with high end inertial navigation systems using
tailor-made Kalman filters, making it challenging to integrate
the full SLAM solution in the system. A technique similar to
SLAM that separates the problem into an initial local mapping
phase and a later localization phase, in which the vehicle is
localized within the local map, was presented in [9], [10].
This will instead give a relative position measurement that
can be passed back to the navigation system and also be used
to update the parameters of the local maps [9].
In [11] autonomous AUV mapping using line-to-line terrain
navigation was discussed. In particular it was shown how it
is possible to use terrain data from the previous survey line
to obtain relative terrain navigation fixes for the current line,
when the vehicle is traveling in a lawn-mower pattern with
some degree of overlap between the survey lines. In this article, we reuse some of the algorithmic modifications developed
in [11], but instead of using the line-to-line approach we do
terrain navigation relative to a base line mapped early in the

mission, when the navigation uncertainty of the vehicle is low.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section II a short
description of the HUGIN vehicles and the sensors used in
this paper is given. Section III presents different strategies
for using terrain navigation in autonomous mapping surveys,
before presenting the data set used in the remainder of the
paper. In Section IV some results using the proposed mapping
strategy on real HUGIN mission data are presented, before
conclusions and suggestions for further work are given in
Section V.
II. T HE HUGIN AUV FAMILY
A Kongsberg HUGIN 1000 AUV [12], equipped with a
HISAS 1030 synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) [13] was used
as test bed for this work. Short descriptions of the HUGIN
navigation and terrain navigation systems, as well as the
HISAS 1030 are given below.
A. HUGIN inertial navigation system
The HUGIN vehicles are equipped with a high-end navigation grade inertial navigation system, comprising a Honeywell
HG9900 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), a Doppler velocity
log (DVL) measuring the velocity of the vehicle relative to the
sea floor, or relative to the water column if the DVL does not
have bottom track, in addition to a pressure sensor, such that
the depth of the AUV below the surface can be computed. As
the INS aided by the DVL and pressure sensor alone is subject
to drift in position, a number of different aiding techniques
for submerged operations have been developed [1], the most
important being acoustic position updates using a combination
of GNSS and acoustic USBL positioning from the mother
ship. The drift in a DVL-aided INS is in large determined
by the error in the velocity measurement, which is dependent
on the DVL frequency. With a 300 kHz DVL (which is the
DVL frequency in the data set used in this paper) with bottom
track and pressure sensor aiding, the typical position error
of the AUV is 0.22% and 0.03% of traveled distance in the
along and across track directions, respectively, if the vehicle
is traveling along a straight line. When traveling in a lawnmower pattern, which is typical in mapping survey operations,
some of the errors components of the velocity measurements
can be estimated, yielding a typical drift of 0.02% of traveled
distance along track and 0.0001% across track. These typical
drift quantities are based on [1] and [14], and the use of a 300
kHz instead of a 1200 kHz DVL has been accounted for. For
an AUV traveling in a survey pattern with 1 km lines at 2 m/s,
this corresponds to an along track drift of 1.4 meters in one
hour. Even with this moderate position drift, the navigation
quality required for accurate autonomous mapping is clearly
not met for extended submerged operations.
B. Terrain navigation for the HUGIN vehicles
Terrain navigation has been used numerous times for
HUGIN AUVs throughout the last 10-15 years, both offline
[15]–[17] and in real-time [10], and it is now commercially
available as an optional add-on, called TerrP [18], to the

HUGIN navigation system. For the results presented in this
paper, the real-time terrain navigation module was not used
during the AUV mission, but the data were analyzed offline
in order to demonstrate the potential of utilizing terrain
navigation in autonomous mapping. The point mass filter
algorithm (PMF) [19], [20] was used in order to estimate the
probability density function (PDF) of the AUV position on
a search grid centered around the INS position. This is the
same algorithm that is used in the real-time TerrP system, but
some modifications have been done to the algorithm in order
to be able to use it in areas with sparse DTM support. These
modifications were thoroughly described in [11], and we have
used the measurement normalization of the log-likelihood,
labeled "PMF-nrm" therein.
When the HUGIN real-time Terrain navigation module
(TerrP) is used, the terrain navigation estimates are integrated
in the main INS system as position measurements, in a
loosely coupled manner. In this system the terrain navigation
algorithm receives updates of the estimated position from the
INS, and correlates bathymetric measurements with the DTM
until a convergence/divergence criterion is met. In case of
convergence an integrity system checks if the solution is valid,
and can be fed back to the INS. As will be discussed in Section
III, the terrain navigation estimates can in many scenarios
be seen as relative position measurements, e.g. measurements
relative to a map whose global position may be uncertain.
In these cases, the position updates should be integrated as
relative position measurements, known as macro-delta position
measurements in the HUGIN INS [14].

C. The HISAS 1030
The primary sensor on the HUGIN AUV is the HISAS
1030 synthetic aperture sonar [21]. The HISAS 1030 is a twosided broadband long-baseline interferometric sonar, which
was primarily developed for very high resolution sea floor
imaging, but with its two vertically separated receivers (on
each side) it is also capable of providing bathymetric measurements. The HISAS 1030 delivers two-sided synthetic aperture
sonar imagery with around 3x3 cm resolution and 175 meters
range at nominal HUGIN speed. In addition, it provides two
different types of bathymetry measurements: coarse side scan
(swath) bathymetry and high resolution SAS bathymetry. The
principles behind these measurements are discussed in [11].
In this paper we are mainly interested in presenting some
basic strategies for autonomous mapping, and not necessarily
so concerned about obtaining the maximum map resolution.
Hence, we will only use side scan bathymetry measurements
herein. The along track resolution of the HISAS side scan
bathymetry (SSB) is range dependent and typically varies from
0.55 meters at 50 meters range to 2.2 meters at maximum
range. The across track resolution is determined by the length
of the correlation window L [11], and throughout this paper
we use L = 3.2 meters.

III. T ERRAIN NAVIGATION FOR AUTONOMOUS MAPPING
A. Autonomous mapping operations
When using terrain navigation for autonomous mapping, the
main goal is to obtain a high quality, consistent map of the
survey area with the best possible global accuracy. Since the
map is typically produced in post-processing, the real-time
navigation accuracy requirements are not so strict. As long
as there are no glitches in the area covered by the mapping
sensor, the navigation accuracy requirements needed to make
the final map can be met in post-processing. In this paper we
consider mapping operations using sideward looking mapping
sensors, and it is thus necessary to conduct a lawn-mower
pattern with pairwise alternating line spacing, in order to cover
the blind zone directly beneath the vehicle. Several strategies
exist in order to make the vehicle able to conduct most of
the mapping survey autonomously using terrain navigation
aiding only, without the need of a surface ship following the
vehicle. One strategy was discussed in [11], namely to use a
DTM based on data from the previous survey line in order to
update the position measurement at the current survey line.
This method is feasible to do in real time, which can be
useful in many scenarios, but it requires a certain amount of
overlap between successive survey lines. When the vehicle
position is updated using a relative terrain navigation position
estimate from the previous line, the position accuracy after
the update should in principle be the same as the position
accuracy of the previous DTM line, and when this procedure
is repeated as the number of survey lines grows, the overall
global position accuracy should theoretically be the same as
the global position accuracy at the time when the first DTM
line was made and consequently stay bounded. However, as
perfect terrain navigation position estimates are not obtainable,
there will in practice be a position drift.
An alternative to the line-to-line strategy is to conduct one
or more baselines or "start lines" early in the run, when the
navigation accuracy is high. The baselines should cover the
survey area, in such a manner that each of the subsequent
survey lines cross the baseline, making it possible at each
crossing to obtain terrain navigation updates relative to a DTM
constructed from the baseline bathymetry. The baseline can be
surveyed with or without acoustic aiding. At each crossing,
the maximum attainable global accuracy using this strategy
is determined by the navigation accuracy at the time when
the baseline DTM was made. Contrary to what was the case
for the map-to-map strategy, the position accuracy will stay
bounded as the number of survey lines increases. Also, this
strategy also works for downward looking mapping sensors,
like multibeam echo sounders, where the across track overlap
between survey lines is minimal. The two different strategies
are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
B. Mission description
In this paper we concentrate on the baseline strategy for
terrain aided autonomous mapping. We conducted a test mission with a HUGIN 1000 equipped with a HISAS 1030 in an

Fig. 2. Illustration of the line-to-line terrain navigation principle. The initial
line is surveyed with high navigation accuracy, and the terrain data are used
for position updates while surveying the next line. The process is repeated as
the number of lines grows, always using the previous line as a reference line.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the baseline terrain navigation principle. The initial line
is surveyed with high navigation accuracy, and the terrain data are used for
position updates each time a new survey line crosses the start line.

area in the Barents sea, between the Norwegian mainland and
the Svalbard archipelago. The terrain in the area is relatively
flat but dominated by iceberg plough marks, making it well
suited for terrain navigation. The mission plan was designed
specifically for the purpose of demonstrating terrain aided
autonomous mapping, including several lines suitable to be
used as baselines. The mission consists of two different survey
patterns, the first with 30 relatively short (1 km) lines (labeled
"survey box 1" herein), the second with 12 longer (2.5 km)
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Fig. 4. AUV trajectory for the complete mission, including the reference
maps for the baselines, one for each of the two survey patterns.

lines (labeled "survey box 2 herein"). Fig. 4 shows the full
AUV trajectory of the complete mission, together with the reference DTMs for the baselines, one for each survey box. These
DTMs were made using high navigation accuracy, including
acoustic GNSS-USBL aiding from the surface ship. Side scan
bathy measurements from the HISAS 1030 were used to create
a DTM with 1 meter horizontal resolution. In order to obtain
a high quality navigation reference solution, the surface ship
followed the vehicle throughout the mission, aiding the vehicle with acoustic positioning. In post-processing, the GNSSUSBL measurements can be used selectively, simulating a
situation in which no acoustic aiding is available. The postprocessed reference solution was computed using the FFI
developed post processing tool NavLab [22]. The reference
solution has an estimated position standard deviation of 1-1.5
meters in each horizontal direction. The reference solution will
be referred to as "Nav_Ref" herein.
C. Test scenario
To demonstrate the potential of using terrain navigation
aided autonomous mapping, a scenario in which acoustic position measurements were used during the initial baseline only
was synthesized in post-processing. A navigation trajectory
using the INS data (IMU, DVL and depth sensor) stored on the
vehicle and the position measurements from the baseline was
computed using NavLab, to demonstrate what the navigation
accuracy would be like without any additional aiding after the
baseline. NavLab’s smoothing algorithm was used to compute
this trajectory, in order to obtain the best possible trajectory
given the data available. This trajectory will be referred to as
"Nav_HiPAPStart".
The terrain navigation aided trajectory was obtained using
the modified PMF algorithm with dynamic normalization
("PMF-nrm") [11] each time the survey path crossed the
reference lines. The PMF was run on an 80 metersx 80 meters
search grid with 0.5 meters resolution, centered around the position from the "Nav_HiPAPStart" trajectory, using a uniform
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Fig. 5. Overview of the navigation solutions with and without terrain
navigation updates, together with the converged terrain navigation updates
and the reference solution.

initial probability distribution. The PMF algorithm was run
until convergence, using the same convergence criteria that
are usually used in the HUGIN real-time terrain navigation
algorithm. These criteria are based on the estimated accuracy
from the PMF, the degree of unimodality of the estimated
PDF and the degree of change in the PDF from the initial
distribution. After each convergence, or if the algorithm had
not converged after 25 consecutive pings, the PMF algorithm
was restarted. The converged terrain navigation fixes were
used, as well as the acoustic position measurements from
the initial baseline mapping phase, to compute a new postprocessed trajectory, again using NavLab smoothing, which
will be referred to here as "Nav_TerrNav". In this scenario,
in which the global position accuracy of the reference DTM
is high, the terrain navigation updates were integrated with
the INS data as normal position measurements in a looselycoupled fashion. However, if the reference DTM position is
less accurate, they should be integrated as proper delta-position
measurements in order to utilize their relative nature properly.
This should be addressed in future work.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Navigation results
In Fig. 5 an overview of the different estimated AUV trajectories is shown, together with the converged terrain navigation
updates. It can be clearly seen that several converged terrain
navigation updates were obtained at each crossing with the
reference lines. However, in the first survey box, the actual
drift in the "Nav_HiPAPStart" solution is small compared
to the expected accuracy of the terrain navigation algorithm,
which typically estimates it own accuracy at approximately
5 meters after convergence. The real potential of the terrain
navigation algorithm is therefore more obvious in the second
survey box. Fig. 6 shows the same results in a region of survey
box 2, and we clearly see how the terrain navigation updates
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Fig. 6. Results from part of the second survey box.

shifts the navigation solution closer to the reference solution.
The actual navigation errors (i.e. the position compared to that
of the reference solution) in the north and east directions are
shown in Fig. 7. The combined (root-mean-squared) estimated
uncertainty from the terrain navigation aided solution and
the reference solution is shown as 1 and 3 sigma bounds
in the figure. The first survey box corresponds to the time
interval of about 18000-35000 seconds, whereas the second
box corresponds to 38000-53000 seconds. The total survey
time is close to 15 hours of operation, with nearly 10 hours of
fully autonomous mapping. While the two navigation solutions
have a comparable accuracy in the first box, the results
from the second survey box demonstrate the capability of the
terrain navigation to bound the navigation drift, and the terrain
aided navigation solution accuracy stays below 10 meters
throughout the survey. Also, the figure shows that the postprocessing estimation algorithm is able to estimate its own
uncertainty. The actual error (difference between the terrain
aided position and the reference position) goes beyond the
3 sigma bounds at one point, indicating that the estimator
might be slightly overconfident. As this work concentrated
on proving the concept of autonomous terrain aided mapping
using the baseline method, not much effort has been put into
investigating this overconfidence. Using a properly tuned wildpoint filter to eliminate occasional false terrain navigation fixes
as well as fine tuning the parameters used in the integration
of the updates in the main navigation filter are obvious first
steps towards making the estimates more consistent.
Fig. 7 also shows that the drift in the DVL and pressure
aided INS position (the "HiPAPStart" trajectory) exceeds 30
meters after close to 10 hours without position aiding. If we
use the "typical" drift numbers given in Section II-A, we get
a combined along and across track drift of 14.4 meters. The
actual drift in this particular mission is thus more than twice
the "typical" number. However, the typical numbers should be
interpreted as standard deviations (1 sigma values), and the
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Fig. 7. Differences from reference solution for post-processed navigation
with (blue) and without (red) terrain navigation updates, including 1 and 3
sigma bounds for the combined estimated standard deviations of the terrain
aided and reference solution. The last GNSS-USBL measurement is at 17950
seconds. The first terrain navigation update in the first survey box is at 18927
seconds, and the first update in the second survey box is at 39652 seconds.

actual drift is therefore within what should be expected. Also,
the lines in the second survey box are also considerably longer
(2.5 km) than the ideal case of 1 km, which also contributes
to a larger drift.
B. Mapping results
To investigate the effect of improved navigation solution
obtained using the terrain navigation aiding, three different
gridded maps of the second survey box were created, based
on the "Nav_HiPAPStart", "Nav_TerrNav" and "Nav_Ref" trajectories, respectively. The maps were created from the HISAS
SSB data using a simple averaging approach within each grid
cell. A horizontal map resolution of 1 meter was used. The
SSB data from the survey pattern was combined with the
baseline DTM data, creating a fused map. The resulting maps
in a selected region where the baseline is crossing the survey
lines are shown in Figs. 8-10. There is a clear improvement
in the map created using terrain navigation aiding (Fig. 9)
compared to the one created using the "Nav_HiPAPStart"
trajectory (Fig. 8). In the latter the terrain in the region
where the baseline is crossing the survey lines looks "smeared
out" due to averaging of incorrectly positioned measurements.
There is also a global position offset, which can be seen when
comparing the positions of recognizable terrain features with
the corresponding ones in the "reference map" in Fig. 10.
When comparing the "TerrNav map" and the "reference map",
there is also a visible (but much smaller) global position offset,
but the overall terrain is much more similar between these
two maps. Even when using this simple visual comparison
approach, the gain of using the terrain navigation aiding is
evident. The resulting map is not perfect when compared to

Fig. 8. Section of map made from side scan bathy data using the navigation
solution with position updates during the start line only.

Fig. 9. Section of map made from side scan bathy data using the navigation
solution with Terrain navigation position updates based on reference line.

the reference map, but at the cost of a slight reduction in
map quality, the mapping process has been made autonomous,
apart from the mapping of the baseline, which can be done in
conjunction with the launch of the AUV.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has investigated a concept for autonomous mapping with AUVs, using terrain navigation updates relative to a
pre-surveyed baseline crossing the survey area. The baseline
is surveyed early in mission, when the navigation accuracy is
high, and a baseline DTM is created. This DTM is later used
for terrain navigation when the AUV path crosses the baseline.
The concept was demonstrated using side scan bathymetry
measurements from a HISAS 1030 synthetic aperture sonar on
board a HUGIN AUV, mapping an area in the Barents sea. In

Fig. 10. Section of map made from side scan bathy data using the reference
navigation solution.

order to get a reliable navigation reference solution, the survey
was conducted running the AUV in supervised mode, using
acoustic aiding from a surface vehicle. In post-processing,
a synthetic autonomous mapping scenario was created, and
adequate mapping performance was demonstrated using the
proposed mapping strategy.
The work presented herein is merely a proof-of-concept of
the proposed strategy, and several aspects should be investigated further. Integrating the terrain navigation updates in
the main inertial navigation system as proper relative measurements is a natural next step. It would also be interesting
to optimize the data processing on the data set used in the
paper with respect to map quality, possibly using the SAS
bathymetry produced from the HISAS sensor. Another issue
worth look into, is the apparent slight overconfidence of the
terrain aided navigation position estimate, which probably
could be solved using better tuning parameters in the main
estimator, combined with a wild-point filter to eliminate the
use of occasional false terrain navigation updates.
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